Falling on March 1 of every year, Martişor is an old Romanian tradition of gifting a red and white string attached to a small piece of jewelry or a flower. This is believed to bring health and luck to the wearer.

Join us for a virtual celebration!
Learn the history of martişoare and watch the Romanian Room committee make them and talk about this old tradition. Informative and fun!
If you have your own made martişoare please share them with us by March 14th at romaniannationalityroompitt@gmail.com and we will create a slide show to share with everyone!

Falling on March 1 of every year, Martişor is an old Romanian tradition of gifting a red and white string attached to a small piece of jewelry or a flower. This is believed to bring health and luck to the wearer.

Link will be available starting on: Saturday, February 27, 2021
https://www.facebook.com/nationalityroomsprograms/
Nationality Rooms Programs on Youtube @ https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKaNDn19Z0Ch6XYy8mH0hx1Q
https://www.facebook.com/romaniannationalityroom
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